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sleeperoo – IN THE MIDST OF LASTING AMAZEMENT 
Extraordinary adventure nights — indoor and outdoor in Germany   

In the International Year of Sustainable Tourism (2017), a young Hamburg-based company was 
launched that provides intelligent answers to the challenges of sustainable travel. 

sleeperoo offers its guests a holistic concept for sustainable pop-up adventure nights at special places 
in nature and/or culture - an extraordinary micro retreat or micro adventure for a night in security and 
at the same time in the middle of "WOW". 

The sleeperoo makers choose their spots carefully: "They are places to be impressed at, in nature or at a 
special cultural spot. Our guests experience this atmosphere very closely with all their senses, far away from 
their daily routine", explains Karen Löhnert, Managing Director of sleeperoo.  

 

The pop-up concept is award-winning, start of internationalization in 2020 

The concept convinced in the VOX broadcast "Höhle der Löwen (Dragon’s Den)" in 2018 and 
furthermore brought the company an additional nomination for the German Tourism Award 2018. The 
innovative cube was further nominated for the German Innovation Award 2019. The sleeperoo concept 
is in great demand among gift voucher buyers and interested customers for a special event night.  

Meanwhile there are also numerous purchase inquiries for the futuristic cubes from e.g. resort hotels, 
event providers or wellness institutions. As part of the expansion, the concept has been offered as a 
franchise model since 2019.  

Interest is expressed not only in Germany, but also internationally, so that that the first step towards 
internationalization can be taken in 2020. A first spot in Bad Ischl, Salzkammergut (Austria) - voted 
European Capital of Culture 2024 - has been signed for the outdoor season 2020. 

The production of the Design|sleep Cubes is carried out by machine and manual production from 100% 
recyclable plastics and wood in German handicraft businesses. 

At the same time, exciting locations indoors and outdoors are being acquired for in-house or franchise 
installations. Interested partners are welcome to contact sleeperoo. 
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The sleeperoo – comfortable equipment with sustainability claim 

For the pop-up nights, an innovative, futuristic looking Design|sleep Cube was developed, the 
sleeperoo. It can be easily assembled and disassembled indoors and outdoors using the plug-in 
construction principle and offers comfortable space for two people on a 1.60m lying surface, even with 
a child if wanted. The sleeperoo is of high quality and equipped with sustainability standards for 
blankets, pillows and mattresses.  The cozy ambience for a special night includes reliable privacy and 
weather protection, energy-saving LED lighting and a snack box containing a small selection of snacks 
and drinks. Further attractions have been deliberately avoided: "The pure experience is in the foreground. 
Nothing distracts the guest from the unique spots," says Karen Löhnert. 
 
sleeperoo is an offer for the small occasional exit from the everyday life - it promotes thus the 
"remaining in the proximity" without large CO2 emissions caused by travel, which is to take place 
primarily with public transport or bicycle. sleeperoo has already been awarded for this by Katzensprung 
Deutschland, an initiative for sustainable travelling destinations. 
 
With sleeperoo, an extraordinary place for exclusive adventure nights is opened up for a limited time 
and thus upgraded. And that without alienating living space from its intended purpose.  
As sleeperoo is limited to its core service (event night + snack box), the guest is encouraged to boost 
regional circulation by visiting the local gastronomy and/or the host for breakfast/dinner. By placing 
the cube in places where one would otherwise not be able to spend the night, the guest is made aware 
of places in his immediate vicinity that he would otherwise not have noticed. The concept thus makes 
a valuable contribution to combating the phenomenon of overtourism. 
 
 
 
Further information at www.sleeperoo.de, on https://www.facebook.com/sleeperoo/ and on 
https://www.instagram.com/sleeperoo4u/ . 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

COMPANY CONTACT 
sleeperoo GmbH 
Hammer Deich 70 
D - 20357 Hamburg 
T +49| 040 | 8000 4377 0 
kontakt@sleeperoo.de 
www.sleeperoo.de 

PRESS CONTACT 
KOMMUNIKATIONSANKER 

Martina Peters 
Oelkersallee 40 

D - 22769 Hamburg 
T +49| 179 | 4544203 

mp@kommunikationsanker.de 
www.kommunikationsanker.de 


